Shutters

As innovators of outdoor-living
solutions in New Zealand for many years,
Shade Elements is bringing their expertise
indoors. With a reputation for quality and an
eye for interior design, Interiors by Shade
Elements is a trusted choice to reinvigorate
your home.
With their traditional appeal Shade Elements
Shutter Collection offers a modern classic
addition to your décor with a choice of
either sustainably grown timber or synthetic
construction to suit your application. Shade
Elements Shutters will enhance the look and
feel of an interior space as well as providing
versatility for windows and doors during the
ever-changing seasons.

Wanaka Timber shutters, beautifully crafted
using sustainable, lightweight Paulownia wood
sourced from certified plantations and kiln
dried to best suit our environment. With a wide
range of customisation available, our Wanaka
shutters are among the most versatile in the
market and superior joinery stability makes
this material ideal for large panels, like hinged
doorways, increasing their longevity and
reliability in a home environment. Mortise and
tenon joinery and carefully detailed mouldings
provides a stunning finished product.
Omaha shutters are extruded using a synthetic
non toxic material making them ideal for wet
areas including bathrooms and laundries and
ensuring a durable product suited to the New
Zealand climate come rain or shine. Reinforced
with aluminium to add stability and reduce
weight, our Omaha shutters are a hardworking
product as well as being an affordable solution
for use throughout the home.

Visit shadeelements.co.nz
to find an installer near you.

Hidden Tilt System

Cross-section of Blades: Left. Wanaka / Right. Omaha

Add a modern classic touch to your
interior styling, while enhancing the
versatility of windows and doors with
shade, privacy and air flow.

Features

WIDTH X HEIGHT

MATERIALS

OPERATION

WANAKA

MIN – 250 x 350mm

WANAKA

Sustainably Grown Paulownia Wood

Front Tilt Bar / Hidden Tilt System

MAX – 950 x 3000mm

OMAHA

Extruded PVC

Invisible Tilt System - Wanaka Only

OMAHA

MIN – 250 x 350mm
MAX – 850 x 2200mm

Custom Shapes Available

Two Way Blade Closure - Wanaka Only
COLOURS
8 Classic Paint Colours

MOUNTING OPTIONS

5 Timber Stains (Wanaka only)

Hinged / Bi-fold / Sliding / Fixed

Customisable

Walk Through / Panels Only

Lustre

Dusk

Oyster

Old Moon

Picaso

Soft Glow

Sea Pearl

STAIN COLOURS*

*Stains for Wanaka Shutters only

PAINT COLOURS

Colours
Choose from a palette of 8
standard paint colours for the
Omaha range with an additional
5 wood stains for the Wanaka
range, or customise the colour
and match to your décor.

White

Light Ash

FruitWood

Golden Oak

Features

WANAKA

Old Mahogany

Coffee Bean

OMAHA

APPLICATION

Internal Shutters
Max Width 950mm

Max Width 850mm

Max Height 3000mm

Max Height 2200mm

COMPOSITION

Paulownia Wood

PVC

BLADE LENGTH

250–950mm

250–850mm

BLADE WIDTH

63mm / 89mm / 114mm

WEIGHT

Approx. 5.8kg per m2

Approx. 10.5kg per m2

INSULATION

4/5

4.5/5

WATER TOLERANCE

4/5

5/5

SAG RESISTANCE

High

Standard

MATERIAL

FSC Certified

VOC Compliant

PROPERTIES &
TESTING

Fire retardant
Paint Tested to comply with industry standards to ensure no hazardous
chemicals are present within the paint.

Paulownia is sustainable and is
recognised as the fastest growing
tree in the world. It also generates
up to four times more oxygen
during periods of growth than
any other tree making it a positive
choice for the environment.

CLEANING

For a light layer of dust regular use of a feather duster is recommended.
Turn the blades horizontally and run the duster between each blade. If using
a vacuum, use a brush attachment for best results. For a more intense
clean, use a cloth and window cleaning spray.

WARRANTY

5 Year Residential Warranty on the finish of the product.
15 Year Workmanship Residential Warranty on the product.
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